HOW TO MEASURE
YOUR WINDOW WELL
Measure from the concrete foundation below the window to
the opposite wall of the window well. You will be measuring
perpendicular to the window, not parallel.

; Easy for Children to Release
; Installs in Minutes
; No Drilling Necessary
; No Special Tools Needed

Well Projection

Well Depth

Model to Use

Less than 22”

18”+

Please Call Us

Compatible
Grate
Please Call Us

22” - 26”

18” - 72”

SK6

6-Loop Models

29” - 33”

18” - 72”

SK8

8-Loop Models

34” - 38”

18” - 72”

SK9

9-Loop Models

37” - 40”

18” - 72”

SK10

More than 40”

18” - 72”

SKC*

10-Loop
Models
SKC*

* Model SKC is designed to work inside window well openings that are too large for our
standard tension bar Security Kit Models. This security kit model includes no tension bar, you
will need to place your own device at the bottom of the well to attach the security cable to. We
have found that an auger anchor, typically used for manufactured home tie-down or extra-large
dog tie-out (18” or longer), works well for most customers, ensuring that the eyelet where the
quick release can connect to the anchor has a minimum inside diameter of 1 in. and the metal
is no more than 3/8 in. in diameter.
Can I use the Security Kit with a non Adjust-A-Grate Window Well Cover?
The security kit has been engineered to specifically attach to Adjust-A-Grates, however we
have heard from numerous customers who have successfully modified the way the security kit
attaches to different styles of grates and have included instructions on how to complete this.
Please note that hardware to adapt the Security Kit for use with a non Adjust-A-Grate brand
grate is not included and must be purchased separately.

